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MINUTES — Approved 

General Session: (Open to the Public) 
• Welcome / David Moore, Chair  (9:00 AM) 
• Adopt Minutes of Previous Meeting 

o Motion by Bob to adopt minutes. Seconded by Sylvia. Motion passes 3-0. 
• Reports 

o Concur with Licensee Report / Suzette 
 No new agencies, and no agencies needed to be reinstated. 
 There were a few new agents and a few lapses. One license was reinstated after 172 days, and 

they will be contacted by the department. We won't know what it was until we get a response 
back from her. 

 Bob asks if Guardian Title is still in operation. Suzette says she doesn't know, but we will be 
sending them a follow-up letter. Bob asks how long that will take. Suzette says she will probably 
send it tomorrow, and they will have two weeks to respond. Bob asks what the normal practice is 
for letters, and Suzette says we usually wait for a full month to pass before we send the letter. 
Since it's an agency, it's probably just an oversight that will be fixed in a few days. 

 Motion by Bob to concur. Seconded by Sylvia. Motion passes 3-0. 
o Concur with Complaint & Enforcement Report / Suzette 
 The three investigations were opened in August. Two were for alleged unlicensed activity, and 

one for a sponsoring/cosponsoring ad issue. The four at the bottom are from last month's report, 
and there were unlicensed activity. 



 On the closed investigations, the light blue ones were closed by the end of August, and the dark 
blue ones have been closed already in September. There are a couple of E-cases that are at the 
AG's office. 

 On the last page, there are two outstanding revocations. 
 Motion by Bob to concur. Seconded by Sylvia. Motion passes 3-0. 

o Request for Dual Licensee Expedited Request: None 
o Request for Attorney Exemption: None 

• Administrative Proceedings Action / Bruce Dibb, ALJ 
o Stipulation and Order: 
 Justin Stratton (ENF# 3774) 

• Justin Stratton obtained employment with First American Title Company while he held both a 
title insurance license and a real estate license. Four transactions were closed for family and 
friends while he held both licenses. He did not market himself as a real estate agent. All four 
were done by other escrow officers. 

• The stipulation provides for a forfeiture of $2,500, of which $2,000 is suspended pending 
completion of a six-month probationary period. 

• David notes that Stratton was licensed since 2007 and wonders if there was any investigation 
for prior issues. Suzette says she will need to go back and look at the case file to find out, and 
will email the commission members after she does. 

• Bob says it seems like the fine for the four real estate transactions, but the violation really 
appears to be that he didn't get the approval of the commissioner to hold the dual license. 
Judge Dibb says Bob's comment is correct. 

• Motion by Sylvia to concur. Seconded by Bob. Motion passes 3-0. 
o Order to Show Cause: None 
o Informal Adjudicative Proceeding and Order: None 
o Notice of Formal Adjudicative Proceeding: None 

• Board Duties & Responsibilities / Perri 
• New Business 

o Distinguishing between "active" and "authorized" title producer license 
 AG's opinion / Reed 

• Jeff asked at the August meeting if the law would authorize making this distinction, and it 
does. 31A-23a-106(3)(b) says the Title & Escrow Commission may, by rule and with the 
concurrence of the commissioner, recognize other categories. 

• This wouldn't be a new category, but rather a status of a license ("active" and "inactive"). 
Reed and Brett say that isn't addressed in the code. In Reed's view, it would come down to 
whether it would be a good idea and make sense. 

• David says the issue is that people take the test and apply for a license and are "active" but 
there are other steps that need to happen to be "authorized." 

 Legal or rule requirements if there is a change / Jeff 
• Added to October meeting. 

 Change to Sircon / Randy 
• Randy says the marketing, escrow, and examination categories are sublines under a title line 

of authority. Title agents have producer lines with a title line of authority. Under this 
structure, Sircon wouldn't be able to set up anything in the system to show what would be two 
active licenses: one that's just active and another that's authorized. Sircon's system categorizes 
by license, so if title was its own license type rather than a line of authority, then something 
might be workable. 

• Randy gives the example of surplus lines, which used to be a line of authority but then was 
changed in statute to be its own license. One thing we could do, if it was an important enough 
issue, could be to get a legislative change to make title its own license type, with 



examination, escrow and marketing as lines of authority under it. You could also put in 
statute that to remain active, the producer needs to have an appointment in place (such as an 
agency appointed to an insurer, or agent appointed with an agency) or the license goes 
inactive. But then the problem is that no insurer will appoint an agency unless the agency has 
a license, and an agency can't appoint an agent unless the agent is licensed. 

• Randy notes that there are various reasons why the department is OK with someone having a 
license but not actively using it. Like when someone is nearing retirement but they don't want 
to lose the license. In another instance, someone could also quit an agency and start looking 
for another one, which would inactivate their license. 

 Adding language to the website / Randy 
• There are three different places we could add language to the website: on the Consumer side 

under title, the Producer side under title, and in Agent Search. The language could explain the 
difference between "active" and "authorized" and advise what consumers/producers need to 
look for before working with an agent/agency. This would also need to be added to the bail 
bond page as well, because it's the only other license that has a similar structure. 

• Randy has a meeting set up on September 13 to discuss it with Utah Interactive, which is the 
company that does the development for Agent Search. We're looking to see if we can have a 
notice appear only when a title producer appears in the search results. This message would 
lay out the requirements that an agent must have in order to be authorized to do business. At 
the meeting, Randy will ask if this is possible and what the cost would be. 

• Bob asks if someone has an active producer license and works for an agency, if they leave the 
agency they don't have an active license. Randy says the license is still active, but they're not 
authorized to do business. The same principle would apply to a title agency/insurer 
relationship as well. 

• Sylvia asks how widespread the problem is that we're trying to solve, what are the costs, is it 
worth fixing the problem, and couldn't we put a caveat that says there needs to be a transition 
period from Agency A to Agency B. Randy says there is a transition period, which is the 2-
year period between renewals. Sylvia asks how widespread the problem is. He hasn't heard of 
any problems, and he thinks it's more of a theoretical problem. Regarding the cost and where 
the money will come from, Randy says if we just put a note on the website, there would be 
very little cost because it will just be Steve putting it up. If we use Utah Interactive, it would 
cost more if they could even do it. Sylvia says she sees no reason not to put something on the 
site if there is a minimal cost. 

• David says there are two issues: 1) the appointment and designations are easily determinable 
from the Agent Search website, and 2) before a title company can operate, they have to make 
sure a designated individual, which would be an owner or top manager, has the years in the 
business that qualify. The question is how do we determine that XYZ Title Co. is qualified to 
do business if they have a qualified individual leaves? Randy says we don't have anything on 
any screens that would identify that. David says an authorized company needs to maintain 
certain things, and when those things aren't maintained, how do we know? Randy says you 
could look up any qualified individuals on Agent Search and see how long they've been doing 
business and what their lines of authority are. 

• David asks if there's a notice in the system that flags when a qualified individual leaves a 
company. Randy says not to his knowledge. Bob asks if this would be self-reported on the 
annual report. Suzette says it's not listed. David thinks it would be a good idea to have 
qualified individuals on the annual report. 

o Discuss possible changes to R592-6-4(21) re: role of a title producer in a real estate transaction / Reed 
 Reed proposes language that will close a potential loophole in the rule. The law says a title 

producer can't provide title or escrow services in a real estate transaction if said title producer, 
including owners or employees, also provides financing. Market conduct is working on a case 



right now where financing was provided by an entity controlled by a title producer, which may 
violate the spirit of the law. The spirit of the law is to make title producers decide if they're going 
to provide title services or title financing in a real estate transaction. He would like to add a 
simple phrase that would tighten up the rule so we don't have problems of a similar nature. 

 David notes that this would require reopening the rule, and asks if we have any other issues to 
talk about within R592-6. 

 Discussion of R592-6 is added to October meeting. 
 Jeff asks Reed about R592-6-4(27) and wonders if what we're trying to add isn't already 

contemplated under that provision. Reed says (27) applies to business entities that are controlled 
by title producers, but in this case trusts are also involved and he doesn't know if they would 
qualify as business entities. 

• Old Business 
o "Department Procedures to Determine Title Agent Profitability" document / Brett 
 Brett reviewed the document on the department's website, and it speaks to the prohibition against 

operating at a loss. It's not a document Brett created, but it is something Market Conduct 
continues to use. Suzette may be able to answer any questions or concerns about the formula and 
document. The department welcomes any concerns the industry might have. 

 Sylvia asks if Brett saw any issues when he reviewed it. He says he did not, but that it could be 
improved in terms of clarity and what it's used for. He suspects that it was posted on the site in an 
effort to be transparent with the industry. However, if there are any things that can be clarified or 
improved, we would welcome the input. 

o Follow-up on test questions / Randy 
 Randy notes that PSI included no questions about the title marketing rules in the exam. Tammy 

sent out a request for input to the industry, and received no response. Under the contract, PSI is 
able to and responsible for developing test questions. PSI will go ahead and develop questions 
and include them in the pool that comes out effective January 1. These questions will relate to 
marketing and the title forms that were changed this last year. There will be some national 
standard questions that deal with the national forms change, as well as Utah-specific questions. 
We are no longer looking for input from the industry. 

 David says PSI does a lot of title testing throughout the country, but they do no escrow license 
testing in any other state. He cautions the department to be careful about who is writing the 
questions. Randy says he pointed out the Utah-specific sections to PSI, and they will look to 
people who can best produce those questions. 

 Suzette asks Randy if PSI will let us look at the questions prior to putting them into the test. 
Randy says he can request it. We don't normally look at questions ahead of time, but since they're 
developing questions specifically for title escrow, he can ask to have them shared with us. Sylvia 
thinks it would be prudent for the department to review those questions and make sure they're in 
harmony with state law and sufficient to demonstrate the necessary knowledge. 

o Review draft bulletin / Brett 
 The department committed in July to putting together a draft bulletin about 31A-23a-503, which 

concerns controlled business in the title industry. The draft needs some further refinement, 
including the first paragraph on the second page. Brett says cut-and-pasting the statute is not 
helpful, but that a bulletin should provide easy access to how the department interprets the statute 
and to give guidance. 

 The department's analysis boils down to the last sentence of the bulletin: "In short, a real estate 
professional can own a title producer, provided the real estate professional does not profit, 
directly or indirectly, from referral of title business." Brett notes that Sylvia asked last month why 
someone would want to own a title company if they aren't profiting from it. Brett believes it 
would be because they are in the business and have friends who would refer to them. They 
wouldn't profit from their own referrals, but believe they might have an edge because of being 
known in the industry. 



 Brett notes that the department did not receive any comments during the drafting process, but we 
welcome notes and comments on the draft. 

 Bob says he agrees with the conclusion, but the problem is 31A-23a-503(4)(a), which talks about 
the 33.3% presumption of controlled business. The 33.3% and 1% thresholds in the statute don't 
jive. Reed says the two numbers are inexplicable to him as well. Sylvia says they appear to be in 
direct conflict. Perri notes that the statute predates the 1983 rewrite of the Insurance Code, so 
there is no existing legislative history to see why the two numbers would be present. 

 David says one of his issues is the last sentence, where it says "directly or indirectly" — a real 
estate agent who owns a title company could have a lot of people working for him. How do you 
control such a realm of influence? Sylvia says "indirectly" is a problem because you can't define 
it. David says it would be impossible to regulate. 

 David thinks putting this bulletin out might cause as much confusion as the statute does already. 
Sylvia asks if it's possible to adjust the verbiage to be more applicable by removing "indirectly." 
Brett notes that "indirectly" is in the statute. Bob says the statute refers to associates of the 
producers who are referring the business. Brett notes that the statute goes pretty deep into who is 
an "associate" as well as what's allowed and what's not. 

 Scott Cope asks what spurred the bulletin and how fast do we need to get one out. Brett says the 
bulletin was requested by the Title & Escrow Commission, and there is no time frame. He would 
like to get it done and have a final bulletin presented in October. However, no deadline has been 
set by the commission yet. 

 Jeff says he isn't sure what a bulletin will accomplish. The bulletin just justifies the action the 
department has already taken. The department has already granted some licenses under this 
scenario. He thinks the bulletin isn't necessary. It's similar to the continuing education stuff from 
a year ago, and we didn't issue a bulletin about that. He thinks David's earlier question — what's 
the enforcement? — is good. He's not sure the bulletin will get us there and may be unnecessary. 

 Blake Heiner says the bulletin is little more than a restatement of the basics of the statute. The 
questions that everyone has (like the meaning of the 33.3% and how the department will enforce 
it) are what is important. Brett agrees. 

 Cort Ashton says a lot of transactions that title producers do are governed by RESPA, and they 
are having a hard time determining what a "thing of value" is. Could ownership in a title industry 
be construed as a "thing of value"? We may want to look at some of the CFPB guidance that 
deals with the related issue of referring title business. 

 Mark Webber says for as long as he can recall, this statute has been in place and it's confusing. 
One thing that has been consistent is that the department has interpreted the statute in such a way 
that a producer (real estate agent, real estate broker, lender, builder) is prohibited from being in 
the title insurance business. But over the past few years that has become murky. It is important 
that the department take a firm stand or the industry will change dramatically in the next few 
years. He is supportive of the department dealing with this and issuing something that is clear, 
concise and firm. It will be better for everyone to know what the law is and how to proceed. 

 Sylvia says we need to know what the principle is so we can deliver a precise rule to follow it. 
The principle is what we need to clarify. 

 Joseph McPhie suggests that ULTA should provide a proposal or approach to the department and 
Title & Escrow Commission, and asks if they would welcome a letter from ULTA. Mark says the 
ULTA meets at noon today, and they would be happy to address it. David says the Title & 
Escrow Commission would appreciate any input they can get. 

 Bob says the confusion is that a real estate producer can have interest in a title agency, but under 
what circumstances? 

 Blake asks if the 33.3% is a safe harbor. Bob asks if it's more that once you hit 33.3% it becomes 
an issue. Mark says it's a very difficult standard to measure because it will be hard to audit and 
determine what's 33.3%. 



 Bob says the industry is just looking for a bulletin about how the department is currently 
interpreting the statutes and what producers can expect in terms of enforcement. 

 Sylvia says there's a big difference between achieving a principle and creating statutes and rules 
that will get you to that principle. Does the rule achieve the principle we're going for? Brett says 
it's difficult, without legislative history, to determine what the principle is intended to be. He 
notes that with 4(a) the intent of "presumed" is that if you have 33.3% or more, you're in 
violation. It's not a safe harbor if you're below that — it would depend on the facts of an 
investigation. But if you hit 33.3%, you are presumed to be in violation. 

 Canyon Anderson says controlled business is reported now every year. Who looks at those, and 
what if someone reports an amount under 33.3%? Suzette says she is going through them right 
now, and some have reported controlled business. 

 David thinks the rule has always been interpreted in the past as controlled business being a bad 
thing. He will appreciate ULTA's input, and we will continue this next month. 

 Brett will have a new draft of the bulletin at the October meeting. 
• Other Business 
• Hot Topics 

o Job posting with Utah Insurance Department / Suzette 
 Tammy Greening left the department as of August 31. The department has a job posting open 

until September 19, and there have been 12 applicants so far. Applicants will need at least 5 years 
of industry experience. 

Executive Session (None) 
• Adjourn  (10:26 AM) 

o Motion by Bob to adjourn. Seconded by Sylvia. Motion passes 3-0. 
• Next Meeting: October 17, 2016 — Copper Room 
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